
Big Cheese Entertainment, dba 

 
Liability, Services, and Equipment Usage Agreement 

 
❖ Myself and those related, associated, or attending guests do hereby          

relinquish Big Cheese Entertainment, Dba and all its affiliates of personal or            
financial liability as a result of any bodily injury or damage to            
personal/private property. 

◆ Initials______________ 
 

❖ I agree to full financial responsibility for any Loss, damage, destruction, or            
soiling of the provided equipment. I understand The entire cost associated           
with replacement, repair, or cleaning, will be paid in full to Big Cheese             
Entertainment, DBA within 5 business days from the original usage date.  

■ 16x9 Inflatable Screen - Up to $2000 
■ Speakers - up to $700 
■ Projector - up to $1200 
■ Other misc equipment - $5-$1000 

◆ Initials______________ 
 

❖ I Agree to be held solely responsible for any content or media displayed             
and have taken the proper legal measures to ensure I have obtained            
permission from the copyright owners to broadcast their content in this           
manner. 

◆ Initials______________ 
 

❖ should litigation be initiated, I agree to settlement by mediation of counsel            
selected by Big Cheese Entertainment, dba.  

◆ Initials______________ 
 

❖ I agree to not interfere with any technician designated by Big Cheese            
Entertainment, DBA to make decisions or cancellations at any time for any            
reason with or without reimbursement of moneys exchanged. These reasons          
may be due to, but not limited to, weather conditions, safety of the             
technician or event attendees, potential equipment damage, etc. 

◆ Initials______________ 
 

❖ I understand and personally accept liability, for the inherent potential          
safety hazards of services provided by Big Cheese Entertainment, dba          
including, but not limited to, loose unmarked cables, support straps, ground           
stakes, high power electrical equipment, heavy elevated items, weather         
changing variables, I assume all responsibility to educate and inform all           
adults and children in the vicinity to be aware of and exercise extreme             
caution to avoid encountering these possible risks. 

◆ Initials______________ 
 
By Signing and initialing this document I consent to waive certain rights as listed              
above and affirm that of a sound mind I have both read and fully understood the                
content in it’s entirety detailing the personal liability and responsibilities I have            
willingly accepted. 
 
Full Name ___________________________________________________________________________________ Date ____________ 
 
Organization Affiliation ________________________________________________________________ Date ____________ 
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